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There is nothing as amazing as touching
life, offering a hand of help, especially
when not one person, not two, are
involved, all contributing towards the
same thing and touching as many lives as
possible, known to us and the unknown,
met physically and those we might never meet.
We have knowingly and unknowingly created smiles, consciously
and unconsciously changed fate for a number of boys and girls,
women and men, families and communities. Have we used the
opportunity well? The opportunity of being able to serve our
communities?
On our part, we say yes - we have! On your part, we can expect
the same. We can only be convinced if we both can stand to chant
hooray melodies, congratulating one another and encouraging
ourselves to continue working more to make our children, our
people and our communities better.
We are much grateful to Canadian Feed the children (CFTC) for
the continuous support for our programs. We pledge to equally
continue fulfilling our binding roles, ensuring that children thrive,
free from poverty.
In this newsletter, are things we did, activities we implemented,
challenges we encountered, maneuvers we made and some of
the achievements registered in 2017.
In all fairness nothing should distract you from reading this piece
from the start to the end. Thanks for being a part of us!
Let’s go!
Ahmed Kibirige
Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning Officer
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It’s important to keep track of children in school
By Evelyn Lonah Nagawa (Teacher–St. Paul Bulega Primary School)

The many child sponsorship activities that happen throughout the year
have taught us a lot. We have with time, learnt to relate well with children,
to find out much about children, their caregivers, their families, their
communities, their friends and associates and so much more.

Message from the Executive Director
At Huys Link Community Initiative (HUYSLINCI), we share a
clear vision “A just and loving society where Young Persons enjoy
their rights and take responsibility to realize their full potential.”
We believe that by contributing to the protection, survival and
development of these young persons in vulnerable circumstances,
we have adequate motivation to continue to do what we are
best at i.e. community led development initiatives that will in
turn deliver us to our cherished goal.
This is the essence of our organization and it gives HUYSLINCI
the competitive advantage of not only serving its purpose but
most of all, the continuous delivery of its promises.
Through the combined efforts of our staff, our development partners and the various stakeholders,
I am confident that Huys Link Community Initiative will continue to shine, while bettering the
lives of vulnerable children, households and communities in Uganda.

I never can generalize the welfare of children anymore. I cannot regard
their abilities or disabilities similar or even, common or ordinary. Children
are too distinct and in all their ways, each has something magical and
unique. It only takes a gradual process of interaction with a child, to be able to distinguish them.
When we learn about their strengths and weaknesses, we can better be able to assist them
honorably throughout their education lifecycle. Some children fail to understand what we
teach or guide them to do simply because they have a different perception of us, all together. A
teacher in this case, being the lead actor, has to build a constructive relationship with the child
that will put the two at a level where either party understands each other pretty well before
teaching-learning activities start.
Working with Huys Link Community Initiative as a coordinator of the child sponsorship program
at St. Paul Bulega Primary school has equipped me with a number of approaches to relating
well with children. I now have easier means of identifying a child suffering from a bad social
environment back home, a child affected by a home masked by domestic violence, a child coming
from a negligent parenthood, a child hailing from a poverty stricken home, etc.
It is our role as teachers to go an extra mile, to help children, individually, for them to benefit
from each of the stages of their education. This is the pledge we made and it is our bound duty
to fulfill it pleasingly.

I wish to specially thank Canadian Feed the children for supporting the production of this
newsletter. You make our partnership really enjoyable!
To our readers, 2017 has been a rewarding year for HUYSLINCI and we remain committed to
giving a fair chance to every child to thrive, free from all obstacles to their proper growth and
development. If you are passionate about our work and interested in making a difference in
the lives of others, I encourage you to join HUYSLINCI today.

Moses Matovu
Executive Director
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Excelling in bits–VSLAs receive group outfits
By Hope Namale (Field Officer)

roles in the group, being considerate
of others, hardworking and many
other traits.

It all starts with mobilization,
HUYSLINCI field officers enticing
caregivers to the children in the six
partner primary schools to form clubs
or associations within which they can
adopt a common understanding to
save, borrow, invest and be able
to settle their personal as well as
household related needs. Interested
persons identify additional members
from within their own communities,
especially using a selective door-todoor method.
Members are then trained in
group formation and dynamics,
talking about things like developing
confidence in each other, the value
of honesty, the need to cooperate,
the importance to save regularly, the
ability to borrow, repay loans and to
treat loans with utmost seriousness,
acting responsibly and with maturity,
the advantages of attending weekly
meetings promptly and taking up
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Members are then taken through the
different concepts of VSLA to guide
them on how they are supposed to
transact group business, leadership
skills, offering self and the selection
of good leaders, the formulation of
association by-laws, record keeping,
etc.
Currently, HUYSLINCI mothers 42
village savings and loan associations
inside and outside Katabi Town
Council some of which have grown
to mentor other groups and the trend
is expected to grow as such.
It is exciting to see groups playing
the game right; consolidating their
membership, with good attendance,
good conflict resolution approaches
and registering minimal disputes over
the years. Members are responsible
when it comes to the repayment of
loans, support each other in times
of need, advising one another in
managing small individual enterprises
as well as offering comfort to
members with domestic issues,
among other benefits..
Our hope is to continue empowering
these groups to become independent,
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New lessons from the End of year children’s party
By Miiro Nash Paul
associating with teachers without
fear, teachers mixing with the
members of school management
committees at ease.

self-sustaining, and able to undertake
joint projects while enabling individual
members to manage their individual
enterprises.
Men have remained fewer in
embracing these groups but they
(men) need them as much as women
do. We need to get to a level where
husband and wife are part of the same
group or at least, are members to
different clubs. This idea has become
magical, first, its ability to allow
members to socialize at least once
every week, learning new things and
sharing experiences. Secondly, the
ease it offers members at accessing
loans; thirdly, every member has
equal rights and contributes to the
general decision making for the
association; the compassionate bit
of the association where members
contribute to comforting a member
in trouble e.g. the sick, the bereaved,
etc.
Everyone would wish to be a part of
this but the only conditions are, you
need to be clear minded and with
good intentions, you need to join a
group with which you share a lot in
common and where members are
knowledgeable or at least familiar
with one another.

Welcome to the VSLA initiative.

HUYSLINCI, working with her partner
schools, organized the end of year
children’s party in style. This was
more than a caravan party where
the HUYSLINCI team moved from
school to school, taking advantage
of their school speech, exhibition
and year closing ceremonies to be
a part of the bashes.
Loaded with drinks, eats and gifts, it
was all fun and merry making, a time
for children to say bye-bye to their
friends and teachers ahead of the
long school holiday, a moment for
teachers to congratulate themselves
for the milestones made and a
platform where everyone wished
others well through the approaching
festive season.

What I saw
It was one freer event where I saw
pupils mingling with each other
irrespective of their grade, pupils

Yes, these were special days for
schools to showcase what they
managed to do in the course of
the year but schools had to do this
through their pupils- children singing,
dancing, speaking, acting and
dramatizing. This alone empowered
the children. Although at some
schools, teachers were introduced
and some joining learners during
their presentations, it was not
enough to convince me that without
pupils, schools could do anything. I
really loved the symbioses. Teachers
need pupils as much as pupils need
teachers; schools need parents as
much as parents need schools with
reasons being obvious.
HUYSLINCI has been bringing all child
ambassadors to a single venue. This
had its benefits, as well as a bad side.
It was for example costly in terms of
transporting them to and from the
venue and discriminative, so to say.
This time round, I saw the greatness
that lies in giving the opportunity to
all children to party regardless of
their ambassadorial status in their
respective schools. Remember,
these functions had to a large extent
been championed by schools which

means, there was cost sharing in all
the arrangements and this is another
benefit.
While bringing all child ambassadors
together from the different schools
allowed them chance to interact
and to share experiences among
themselves, plus all its multiple
benefits, recognizing these children
from within their schools and their
communities turned out to be great!
It gave admiration to the sponsorship
program. As the names of child
ambassadors were read out and asked
to come forward for recognition at
St. Luke Primary school, the rest
of the children and the parents
cheered them with the master of
ceremonies mentioning the many
things that the school had received
because of those ambassadors.
Wow! To me, we had scored and
everyone had scored. This gave these
ambassadors a feel of being really
special and that their contribution
had been well acknowledged. All
days were crowned by giving gifts
to ambassadors including season’s
greeting cards that had come directly
from Canadian Feed the Children
home office, in Canada.
Should I say all that I saw? Why don’t
you join us as we close 2018 for yet
another mega fest? You are most
welcome!
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The Unsung hero
I saw him in 2010. I admired him because of his calmness, sociability, promptness- ever in time, and
respect to his seniors, juniors, colleagues and strangers. He is always smart – at least he tacks in his
shirt for the few or many times I have met with him and he neither spares T-shirts. I have crudely come
to conclude that he is someone who tries to pay attention to detail and most of all, he loves his job.
Talking about loving his job, he does it right and he gives you the confidence to believe so. His office
is ever tidy, really attractive. He maintains it well. I have used it severally but I just can’t stop admiring
to use it. I really do not know whether the choice of my words is the best, but I will tell you that I have
on several occasions got the opportunity to seek help from his office and I love the services that I
have always got.
Accordingly, the special people who will agree with me in my assertions might not be Ugandan. They
too, have used his office and guess what; they use it almost every year. I have not yet asked them
why they prefer this guy’s services and not anyone else’s, but I have no doubt, they must equally be
pleased with the way this humble man does his work.
This man has become a friend to and of all, could this be an overstatement? Okay, I will say, this man
has become my friend. Oh no! Now, I do not say all this because he’s my friend, NO! He indeed fits
to be a friend.
The extraordinary human being I am talking about is Mr. Chris (Christopher) Kato who has selflessly
offered chauffeur services to Canadian Feed the
Children. He is a senior driver who will put your heart
to a comfortable rest when cruising with him. He gives
you confidence of safety on the road especially by the
way he drives – accelerating, breaking, decelerating
and the general mastery of the rules of the game.
Chris, thank you for giving us, our visitors and partners
that incomparable comfort all these years!
Comments from Hadija Birigirirwa, HUYSLINCI
Administrative officer
In loving Memory
Dear Christina, it is now several months since you left us (on June 4, 2017) but
each day that comes, presents us with memories of your motherly guidance and
encouragement, your sincere smile and invincible love for children. You still occupy
our minds as though, you left yesterday but all, because you were and shall always
be a fine example to us. May the Almighty God rest your soul in everlasting peace!
From all of us at Huys Link
In loving Memory
Edward Mulumba is a name that made lasting impressions to us, the Huys Link
Community Initiative fraternity. We shall remember you for your love for the
children and youth, your humour, a strong bond with staff and the community and
above all, your resourcefulness.

Grooming Sustainability and resilience in schools
For over seven years, HUYSLINCI has worked with six (partner) primary schools in Katabi Town
Council to enable over 2800 vulnerable children to access affordable quality education, in a
safe, conducive and attractive environment. Along the way, classroom blocks have been built
and others rehabilitated, water harvesting and purification systems installed, kitchen and food
stores build, toilet facilities and perimeter walls built in some schools, teachers’ capacities built
in things like the management of vulnerable children, handwork, school based gardening and
sports activities supported, stocked their libraries, among other things.
In 2017, HUYSLINCI facilitated each school to start and manage a school owned income generating
venture in a bid to build their abilities to ably meet their running costs, motivate teachers, use
them as training theatres for pupils –imparting entrepreneurship skills to them and as a source
of income to expand and maintain the setup initiatives.
While speaking at the granting ceremony, Mr. Moses Matovu, the Executive Director of HUYSLINCI
asked management committees from the six schools to strive and ensure that the started projects
become self-sustaining, as well as take care of the rest of the programs. He also urged them to be
transparent, accountable and to remain committed towards success at their chosen businesses.
Some of the projects started include: poultry farming at Entebbe UMEA, Bugiri Public and St. Paul
Bulega primary schools, Rabbit rearing at St. Luke Nkumba Primary school, Mushroom growing
at Nkumba Quran and St. Kizito Mpala primary schools.
Will they serve the purpose, the onus is on the project management teams, school management
committees and local authorities to ensure that they blossom.

We pray that your soul rests in everlasting peace!
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Hullabaloo as schools receive
Sports jerseys
In July 2017, HUYSLINCI fulfilled the promise to provide football and netball jerseys to all the
six partner primary schools in Katabi Town Council.
These were received with a lot of excitement both from teachers and pupils.
According to Mr. Mustafa Khaliil, the Deputy Head teacher of Entebbe UMEA primary school,
the donation was a dream come true.
“When you said that you would avail us with these two sets of jerseys, I thought to myself and
wondered how this was going to be possible because, it must be quite a big investment but
when you asked for the colors of our choice, my hopes grew bigger. Thank you for this. I don’t
quite remember when we last had a full sports uniform in this school yet I have been here for
more than ten (10) years. This is awesome!” Mustafa elaborated.

How School health parades have improved
general pupil hygiene.
By Ms. Nakyazze Alice Norah

Upon receiving the sports uniforms, schools unanimously requested HUYSLINCI to champion
the organization of a football and netball tournament for the sponsored schools which the
Executive Director promised to consider in the near future.

Health parades have become a culture at our school and every Monday,
it is a must do activity. In 2017, over twenty parades were conducted.

‘Personal
hygiene and
sanitation
has improved,
indiscipline
cases have
generally gone
down, and so
much more’.
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At these assemblies, you do not expect treatment of any kind but
majorly, the health part of it being the physical checkups of pupils,
looking at their teeth –to verify whether they clean them well, their
bodies-to ascertain whether they bath and bath correctly, their clothes
– to be sure that they wash and are tidy, their hair – to urge those that
have overgrown hair to trim it, those with dirty nails to clip them, and
internal hygiene for especially girls and boys who might not regularly
wash their knickers.
Using these parades, we have on a number of occasions identified
diseases that can spread from one child to the other like Influenza, red
eyes, and other communicable diseases and have engaged parents in
ensuring that such children are given treatment breaks/holidays as a
safety measure, as soon as possible. This in itself has helped in reducing
on the level of absenteeism, has gradually improved smartness among
pupils, enabled us to detect least supportive parents whom we have
progressively invited and asked to act, telling them why it is important
for them to support and to care for their children or children under
their care, etc.
Apart from the above, talks on nutrition, disease prevention, unifying
messages on sexual and reproductive health, physical growth and
development, mental health, drug and alcohol abuse prevention, and
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safety (crossing streets, riding bikes, first aid, etc.), bad peer influence, discipline and the importance
of walking in groups to avoid bad characters like kidnappers, murderers, among other issues are
made. As such, we have recorded remarkable results such as: seeing children becoming more
confident to express matters that affect them to the concerned teachers for example, girls
requesting for emergency sanitary pads especially those that are entering menstrual periods for
the first time while ‘older girls’ carry theirs whenever they anticipate going into their periods;
we have begun to see children supporting each other regardless of the gender differences,
academics and other matters. Personal hygiene and sanitation has improved, indiscipline cases
have generally gone down, and so much more.
Any trainings conducted at such parades are mainly demonstrational where teachers on duty
prepare visual aids and role plays in line with the topic(s) of discussion, in order to make lasting
impressions of what is being taught. Things like brushing teeth, combing the hair, ironing, washing
(especially the sensitive parts of a shirt/dress like the collar, armpit, etc). are done illustratively.

The writer is a teacher at St. Kizito Mpala primary school, Katabi –Wakiso

The Miraculous benefits of routine assessment
of learners. By Ahmed Kibirige
In 2017, Huys Link Community Initiative begun the supply of Bukedde newspapers that carry a
pullout of Pass P.L.E testing questions every Monday. Each of the six partner primary schools in
Katabi Town Council was receiving ten copies to expose pupils in upper classes to what children in
first class schools are used to. This essentially provided at least five instant benefits: (1) teachers
were receiving copies of newspapers, updating themselves with current affairs and other features
good for personal growth, (2) the pass P.L.E pullouts also shaped teachers testing and answer
approaches to questions and thus, enabling them to ably guide and assist learners, (3) learners
getting the exposure to universal tests and answer approaches with which to prepare for primary

leaving exams, (4) children learning and improving on several skills e.g. reading,
comprehension, etc.; (5) teachers and pupils interacting with stories and news
about what takes place in other schools, with other children, etc.
I made a casual walk around four of the schools we work with, exploring how
they are handling routine assessment of learners, especially those in upper
classes and some of the benefits they had so far got from the supplied test
kits by HUYSLINCI and the general assessment of learners’ achievement.
What I found out were really amazing stories and why not, let me share them.
Ms. Najjulu Dorothy, the head teacher of St. Kizito Mpala primary school
acknowledges an increase in articulation abilities on the part of the learners
which is a result of repetitive assessment and guidance from the teachers.
“Our children are compelled to think especially in circumstances where
questions have been twisted to determine their levels of understanding and
comprehension of what we teach them” she adds.
Ms. Clair Nabbona, the deputy head teacher of Nkumba Quran primary school
says that routine assessment is the easiest way teachers assess the extent to
which pupils are knowledgeable about the various topics or themes of study.
“The tests we set do not require guesswork, a child either knows the answer
and he/she puts it on paper or he/she doesn’t and he tries to attempt or leaves
the answer space blank. So, with this, we gauge their level of knowledge.”
“One important thing and indeed a skill I have overtime noted is the ability
for children to argue out things, to argue out their points.” Says Mr. Lubenge
Ibrahim Najibu, the Director of studies at Entebbe UMEA primary school.
“Over and over again, children will give an introduction to their answers
that is not close to what we expect and because of that bias, we sometimes
mark them wrong but if one reads down in their argument, you discover that
they have the right answer to the question or have an idea or are close to
the correct thing or just misunderstood certain things and this, for a good
teacher, it offers basis for guiding them to the correct thing.” He elaborated.
Ms. Adraonzi Beatrice, the head teacher of St. Luke primary school relates
that repetitive assessment of pupils helps teachers to give well guided and
direct feedback to leaners. “it is our culture here that after a teacher gives a
test to learners and he/she is through with the marking, they will get back to
the pupils and take them through the requirements of each of the questions.”
She shares
Mr. Stephen Mwesige, the head teacher of St. Paul Bulega Primary school
points out that routine assessments helps in not only discovering the strengths
and weaknesses of individual pupils and knowing how best to help them but
also helps in spotting the least understood/misunderstood areas on which
then, teachers are required to put emphasis. “You will find that questions
from such least understood areas shall be more frequent in the subsequent
assessments until children are okay with them”. He asserts
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Parents should contribute to children’s school feeding
By Rinus van Klinken
Syndicated from the Daily Monitor, Monday October 30 2017
A majority of school children in public schools in Uganda attend dayschools.
The bulk of these schools do not provide mid-day meals to learners.
Children leave home very early and often with no breakfast and study all
day on empty stomach. Figures from a recent government survey indicate
that two thirds of all primary school children do not get any break or lunch
during the entire school day. This constitutes no less than a national crisis.
Teachers observe that the lessons they deliver during the second half of the day get much less
attention from pupils than the first half.
What teaching can take place and is effective when the rumblings of the tummy drown out the
voice of the teacher? The government has for long grappled with this problem. It is faced on the
one hand with the challenge that it cannot afford to feed all primary school children, currently
estimated at 14 million. On the other hand, it feels pressurised not to charge parents additional
funds, as free primary education is a public good with political support.

Within this environment, the Ministry of Education faced challenges in implementing its school feeding
guidelines that stipulates that parents should take responsibility for feeding their children in schools.
When SNV Netherlands Development Organisation offered to pilot these guidelines, it promised full
support. In 2016, SNV through its dairy project funded by the Dutch government launched a national
school milk pilot to get 5,000 school going children taking parent-provided milk while at school. The
pilot was launched in six districts within the cattle corridor where SNV is implementing the dairy
project. Within one year, 80,400 children were taking parent-provided milk in school on a daily basis.
Ankole region is associated with its long-horned cattle, and is one of the highest milk producing
areas in the country. Milk is in abundance throughout the year. Despite this abundance, most
of the children still go to school without drinking milk, a factor that has contributed to the high
malnutrition rate in the region with stunting at 42 per cent.
With political support from the district leadership, schools were supported to convene parents’
meetings to discuss the proposal to have them fund the purchase of milk from local producers
and cooperatives for their children.
Parents are sensitised about the benefits of the school milk programme and are encouraged
to contribute money towards the purchase of milk for their children to take during break time.
It is the parents’ sole responsibility to mobilise funds to buy milk and other consumables like
firewood to boil the milk. As with many community processes, while some progressive parents
embraced the suggestion, most parents adopted a wait and see attitude.
At the start, it was a common sight in schools to see a small group of children taking milk (usually
in porridge), while the rest of the children, whose parents had not contributed funds, watched
with hungry eyes. School encouragement and peer pressure from the children eventually
resulted in an increase in the number of children having parent-provided milk at school. Today,
parents in 315 public schools in Ankole are contributing funds to provide milk for their children.
There is no denying that getting parents to contribute funds towards school feeding, especially
where lack at home is glaring, is a challenge.
However, with determination, commitment and the support of all actors, it is possible. In
one school in Ankole, the headmaster established a parents’ committee, visiting all homes
that did not (yet) pay. In some cases, the gentle nudge of the visit was sufficient to get
parents to pay, while in other cases, the threat of local government engagement did the trick.
Where the committee was convinced that indeed the parents or guardians of the children could
not afford Shs20,000 per term required to buy the milk, the headmaster convened a village
meeting, and asked the village elders to take responsibility, appointing them as ‘milk ambassador’
and they raised the funds to fill the gap. The achievements in Ankole demonstrates that if parents
are empowered to identify locally relevant solutions, they can address the challenges they face.
While milk was the go to solution for Ankole sub-region, other regions may need to look for their
own contextualised solutions.
Mr Klinken is the SNV Uganda Dairy programme manager
rvanklinken@snv.org

Pupils of St. Paul Bulega Primary
School enjoying their lunch
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Children given first page attention during the
commemoration of the Day of the African Child
HUYSLINCI was one of the few organisations that were officially invited by the Office of the
Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) of Wakiso District to participate in the preparation for and
marking of the Day of the African Child.
The celebrations involved a children’s parliament that happened on Wednesday June 14, 2017
at SOS Children’s village Kakiri. The parliament debated: the causes, effects and solutions to
child marriages and teenage pregnancies; causes, effects and solutions to domestic violence;
the ideal parent; and possible causes for children to conflict with the law and how it can be
prevented.
The main commemoration of the DAC happened on June 22, 2017 at Wakiso District grounds
whereat HUYSLINCI facilitated her brass band to lead participants in a procession around
Wakiso Town Council.
At the event, HUYSLINCI also exhibited her works to over 4,000 participants. The event mainly
gave platform to children to present their plight to the rest of the participants through music
and drama but in line with the theme: “Accelerating protection, empowerment and equal
opportunities for all children in Uganda by 2030”

Children who witness domestic violence encounter academic problems like the failure to
concentrate, and thus perform poorly. Neurological research by Mending the Hearts shows that
early childhood abuse, neglect, and witnessing family violence permanently alters and damages
the brain.

The function was presided over by Ms. Betty Naluyima –the District vice Chair with other
dignitaries like the District Education Officer and the district Speaker. Speaking at the function,
Ms. Betty Naluyima appealed to all stakeholders to be vigilant about protecting, constructively
empowering and offer equal opportunities to all children in order for them to grow in a
responsible way.

The same agency records that: Adult prostitutes are three to four times more likely than nonprostitutes to have been physically or sexually abused in childhood; Abuse is one of the primary
reasons for homelessness of children worldwide; It is also estimated that one-third of abused
children will become abusive parents; Alcoholics are over three times more likely to have
experienced childhood abuse; 70-80% of adult sex addicts are survivors of physical or sexual abuse

Domestic violence
Domestic violence (also named domestic abuse or family violence) is violence or other abuse
by one person against another in a domestic setting, such as in marriage or cohabitation.
Research by Joyful Heart Foundation give the effects of domestic violence
Physical:

Mental:

Bruises and scars, Sprained or broken wrists and other parts of the body, Chronic
fatigue, Shortness of breath, Muscle tension, Involuntary shaking, Changes in eating
and sleeping patterns, Sexual dysfunction, Menstrual cycle or fertility issues in
women
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), including flashbacks, nightmares, severe
anxiety, and uncontrollable thoughts, Depression, including prolonged sadness,
Low self-esteem and questioning the sense of self, Suicidal thoughts or attempts,
Alcohol and drug abuse

The Uganda Domestic Violence Act, No. 17 of 2010 puts in place stringent protections
against domestic violence. It defines domestic violence broadly to include physical,
sexual, emotional, verbal, psychological, and economic abuse of a victim or anyone
related to him/her.
Domestic violence Act no 2. Explains further that harassing, harming, injuring or
endangering the victim or anyone related to the victim for the purpose of coercing
them into complying with “any unlawful demand for any property or valuable
security” are also considered domestic violence.
In 2013, Uganda Bureau of Statistics, reported that close to 70% of “ever-married
women aged 15 to 49 had experienced some form of violence” at the hands of
their partner.
Let us denounce all forms of violence against women and children, let (government) strengthen
the legal measures against perpetrators of violence against women and children by mainly
enforcing the law.

Emotional: Hopelessness and feeling unworthy, Depression, nervousness and discouraged about
the future, Inability to trust, Questioning and doubting spiritual faith, Unmotivated
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Are you a real parent?
“It’s not only children who grow. Parents do
too. As much as we watch to see what our
children do with their lives, they are watching
us to see what we do with ours. I can’t tell my
children to stretch to the sun. All I can do is to
stretch to it, myself, then they will similarly
do it.” – Joyce Maynard

Goodness of green
It is several years now since HUYSLINCI agreed with her partner schools to reinstate or
start school based gardens mainly doing urban farming. We are working with six schools
and it is amazing that the process that only begun for purposes of imparting additional
skills –of farming to the learners and as a source of food supplements has now been fully
embraced.
We are seeing expansion of gardens, new gardening styles/techniques adopted, and a
continuous harvest and consumption of greens at these schools, mixed with soup.

“There isn’t any food healthier that leafy green vegetables!”
Nutritionally, greens are high in calcium (for strong teeth and bones), magnesium, iron, potassium,
phosphorous, zinc and Vitamins A, C, E and K. They are packed with fiber (eases digestion), folic
acid, chlorophyll and many other micronutrients and phytochemicals.
Green leafy vegetables have disease-fighting abilities and help in ensuring a beautiful skin and
hair. Their fibre helps in digestion and also slows the absorption of carbohydrates hence controls
blood sugar. Cabbages for example are rich in calcium, which supports strong teeth and bones.
Vitamin C also reduces the risk of arthritis and bone fractures.
Vegetables that contain beta-carotene, such as spinach, help in the growth and repair of body
tissues.
Green vegetables are a good sources of folate, which can reduce your risk of heart disease and
memory loss as well as suppressing depression.
Vegetables contain iron and a deficiency of iron leads to anemia, a common health problem in
children. Anemia is a condition in which one does not have enough healthy red blood cells to
carry adequate oxygen to the body’s tissues. Having anemia may make a child or an individual
feel tired and weak. Other symptoms may include a pale or yellowish skin, irregular heartbeats
and shortness of breath, chest pain, cold hands and feet and headache.
Vitamin E found in green leafy vegetables works with vitamin C to keep skin healthy as you age.
This vitamin also helps protect your skin from the sun’s damaging rays and may help reduce your
risk of cataracts and macular degeneration.

In other news:
The HUYSLINCI BOD resolve to start the production of reusable sanitary napkins December
15, 2017.
For years, HUYSLINCI has been spending colossal sums of money on procuring and supplying
children under her sponsorship program with reusable sanitary pads on a yearly basis. This in a
way, was insufficient as majority other children in her partner schools lacked access to similar
services. The easiest way to overcome this will be to explore possibilities of producing low cost
but quality sanitary napkins that school going children and women can use. “We expect to
reach more girl children than we have served before” said Mr. Moses Matovu while addressing
staff after the BOD meeting.
154 Children graduate to secondary
In 2016, 154 children that sat for primary leaving exams joined
secondary and a few, vocational studies in 2017. HUYSLINCI
has continued to extend a portion of support to these children
(in secondary) through a phase out methodology and as such,
households from which these children come were given a
financial push to boost their businesses.
HUYSLINCI initiates partnership with secondary schools
With child ambassadors transcending from primary to
secondary, it was imperative that a safe transition be prepared
for them. Majority of secondary level sponsored children now
go to Airforce, Kitala and Entebbe Kings Secondary schools,
with whom a formal arrangement was made.

To get the full benefits, eat at least five servings of vegetables daily, including greens.
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District level performance review meeting,
June 20, 2017
HUYSLINCI, through the
Wakiso District Education
depar tment brought
together a cross-section of
key stakeholders from the
different District offices,
sub counties, Municipalities
and Town Councils to review
the performance and impact
of her programs. The
meeting was held in the
Wakiso District Education
Boardroom and was attended
by among others: the District
Vice Chairperson Ms. Betty
Naluyima, Ms. Namulondo
Edith from the District Health
Office, Ms. Nakazibwe Mary the District OVC chair, the District planner, the District Education
Officer, Health inspectors, councilors from the different Sub counties, heads of partner schools,
representatives of management committees of the partner schools, the head of the District
water and sanitation department Eng. Isaac Galabuzi, health inspectors, the Chief Administrative
Officer for Wakiso District, among others.
One of the key matters that came out of the meeting was a proposition to all inspectors of schools
to strive to change the mindsets of teachers to embrace the thematic teaching curriculum which
had been made by the Uganda curriculum development centre having examined the needs of
the country and found it suitable in nurturing school children. According to Mr. Kasule Tom, one
of the senior inspectors of schools, the thematic curriculum encouraged the teaching of learners
using real life themes and things that happen in real time and their surrounding environment.

Volunteer Driven Transformation
It was a pleasure having Mr. Wieland Schmidt
who worked with our vocational catering class,
supporting it with urban farming techniques in
especially mushroom and vegetable growing. We
also acknowledge his support for the HUYSLINCI
music department. In the same year, we received
Mr. Emanuel Rehak, another multi-talented person
who continues to share his skills with us and
especially the youth in the music class. He is a star
in graphics design, fine art and music – Emanuel,
we love working with you!
Thanks to Vuga e.V for the continued partnership
and trust.

Two Rare Brighter Days
HUYSLINCI hosted two of her most important icons,
Rev. Fr. Wynand Huys on 15th November 2017 and
Corry Van den Bosch who visited on 2nd November
2017.
The name HUYSLINCI is coined from the Reverend’s
name, a distinguished gentleman who nurtured the
now founders of the organization. Corry on the other
hand, played a fundamental role in grooming the
celebrated systems of the organization.

Tragedy as HUYSLINCI loses staff in a car accident
On April 30th 2017, HUYSLINCI lost one of its multitalented employees,
Mr. Edward Mulumba.
Edward was a singer, instrumentalist, social worker, IT expert, computer
technician, a human rights activist and passionate about the welfare
of children and youth.
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Redefining a new strategic Direction
On 15th February 2017, HUYSLINCI BOD
and management met in Jinja to agree
on the road toward redefining a new
strategic plan for the organization.
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Then a message of good news came from Canadian Feed The Children’s local
partner HUYSLINCI, which Jane now warmly refers to as “our HUYSLINCI.”
Josephine could now start primary school!

Story of the year

For Jane, the support was life-changing: “At that time, I felt that my
heart was blown away. I just broke down in tears, just because of the
unstoppable joy that I experienced at that moment!”
With all of her children in school, HUYLINCI staff worked with Jane to learn
new skills to better support her family.
Jane was provided with a piglet from another woman in her community
through a pay-it-forward program, where community members pass on
livestock to the next family in-need.

A parent’s pay-it-forward dream
“Passing on pigs builds solidarity among community members – this is
something that used to be in our society, when we shared our harvest with
others, and so much more” Jane, Farmer from Katabi, Wakiso District, Uganda
“There are things that happen to me and give me courage that one day, my family and my children
will be happy,” Jane told us, leaning against the wall of her home, in the Wakiso District of Uganda.
‘I continuously tell my children that ‘I am suffering because I never went to school, and for you,
who has a chance, to please use it and use it well.’ When we walked through Jane’s yard, the soil
was wet from a heavy rain the previous night. We could hear the noise from the school next door
– a private school, which Jane could not afford to send her children to.
It is in this home that she
has raised her five children –
including Josephine, a 12-yearold girl who loves to sing and
go to school.
But it wasn’t always that way.
Jane tried to enroll Josephine
in a nearby nursery school
when she was younger but she
was chased back home for not
paying the fees. She couldn’t
afford to send Josephine and
keep her two eldest daughters
in school too, and so she was
forced to pull her out.
Jane worked hard doing
laundry for other families and
helping out at a small, local
catering business to earn
an income. But it was never
enough.
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“Passing on
pigs builds
solidarity
among
community
members
– this is
something
that used
to be in
our society,
when we
shared our
harvest with
others, and
so much
more,”

She also received training on how to feed the pig, detect signs of sickness,
provide the proper sanitation, how to spot a pig “in heat”, and the importance
of paying forward the gift of a pig to the next family once she successfully
bred hers.
This year, Jane is going to give one pig each to four other women in her
community this year, so that they can start a piggery project like hers.
The other pigs are hers to keep, breed, and use as assets for her family. She
plans on using the proceeds to fund Josephine’s university education and
to keep the rest of her children in school.
“I feel rich already,” Jane joked, thinking about the proceeds she will soon
have from her piggery project. “It is very good to pass on animals to other
families, because imagine, if someone had not passed a piglet onto me, I
would not have what I have now.”
“Passing on pigs builds solidarity among community members – this is
something that used to be in our society, when we shared our harvest with
others, and so much more,” she explained.
Jane looks lovingly at Josephine while talking about her daughter’s future.
Jane shares the same dream as many parents around the world – that
her children will attend school, get a good job to take care of their family,
and live a healthy, happy life. And, thanks to the piggery project, she is
helping other parents achieve that dream too.
Jane also has big plans for herself. Once she earns enough profit from her
pigs, she plans to start a poultry business and a goat project too.
“I want to see a number of projects that I take care of, occupying me fully
and that can sustain our household needs – and, I want to construct my
own house.”

Jane (centre) stands with daughters Hamlimah (left) and Josephine
(right) outside their family home.
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When we support parents like Jane, we help strengthen communities,
provide women with new opportunities, and give children around the world
a brighter future.
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Children’s Corner

Canadian Feed the Children (CFTC)
Canadian Feed The Children (CFTC) envisions a world where children
thrive free from poverty. Working with local partners internationally
and in Canada, our mission is to enhance the well-being of children
and the self-sufficiency of their families and communities. We build
community capacity to create opportunities for long-term, sustainable
food security and access to education

David – foster child
David’s* mother got pregnant
when she was 17 and her
mother threatened to disown
her if she came home with the
baby. It was 1968. She went
and had the baby at a home for
unwed mothers in Newcastle.
Then deeply unhappy, she
handed her child over to the
state to become a foster child.
At the age of three months,
David went into a Sydney foster
home and was looked after by
a widow with five children. He
stayed with them for 17 years.
In all, fostering was a happy
experience, although he left
the foster family as a teenager
because they had moved to a
small country town north of
Sydney and he was bored and
unhappy about making new
friends.
David saved money to go back
to Sydney by pumping petrol
at a local petrol station. His
foster mother wasn’t pleased

that he was going back to the
big city by himself, but he went
anyway.
There were arguments, but
eventually his foster mother
conceded that he should
go. Thanks to the love and
a generous legacy from his
foster mother, David travelled
around the world and then
went to TAFE for business
studies, graduating top of the
class.
Since then, he has worked in
a number of fields including
advertising and IT technical
support. Now 42, David now
runs a successful production
house producing corporate
videos and commercials for
a wealth of blue-chip clients.
Meanwhile, his birth mother
had gone to university and
become a psychologist. Always
unhappy about her loss, she
went looking for David when
he was in primary school

*Name changed for privacy reasons.
Question: Which lessons do you pick from the above story?
1..........................................................................................................
2..........................................................................................................
3..........................................................................................................

In Uganda, working with HUYSLINCI and other partners, we integrate
food security, health and educational initiatives, paying special attention
to the impact of HIV/AIDS and entrenched poverty on the country’s
orphans and vulnerable children.

and approached Community
Services for help in finding
him. Eventually they met when
David was nine.
“She’s a real friend now,” he
says warmly. His maternal
grandmother, who had made
his mother give up David, died
recently and his grandfather,
never happy that David had
gone into care in the first place,
extended an olive branch and
acknowledged David as his
grandson to the community.
David has been lucky. He says
being fostered has rounded
him as a person and he is
grateful to his foster mother
for her nurturing.
Today he has a beautiful wife
and a little daughter. They
plan to foster children in
the future, so they can help
vulnerable children have a
good childhood.

THE HUYSLINCI VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROJECT
Registration and Intake for children and youth interested in the following vocational courses is
always open:
1.

Tailoring

6.

Computer Usage

2.

Knitting

7.

Public Speaking Skills

3.

Hairdressing and Salon

8.

Music, Dance and Drama

4.

Catering

9.

Carpentry

5.

Embroidery

10. Chalk Making

11. Liquid soap making

13. Black Book making

12. Handcrafts
Our Vocational training courses are designed to meet the present-day needs of
employers and job sectors.

Grab yourself or your child a place today!
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Tick School Chalk

HUYSLINCI Brass & Jazz Bands
We blend into the realms of dancehall,
Kidandali/afrobeat, raga, gospel, hip-hop/
R&B and city music/relaxing melodies,
with creative dance and comics

Naturally made from chemically pure
components to bring out chalk that has fine
writing properties like a high writing speed,
dustless, impressive legibility and free scented
chalk in all major colours. It is ecological and
environmentally friendly.

The Friday Community Friendly Salon

HUYSLINCI Contemporary Textiles

Experience the tender professional &
touch from our finalist students and their
instructors every Friday, at giveaway
prices

HUYSLINCI runs a textiles designing and
making department that produces stylish
uniforms, sweaters, jackets, casual and office
ware, plus other fabric products.

Contacts Us:
Huys Link Community Initiative (HUYSLINCI)
Abayita Ababiri-Kasenyi Road, Off Entebbe-Kampala
P. O. Box 399, Entebbe
Tel: +256-414378198, +256-774401496, +256-754401496, +256-706208889
Email: info@huyslinci.org, huyslinci@yahoo.co.uk, mmatovu@huyslinci.org
Website: www.huyslinci.org
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